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Key Performance Indicator (KPI) is a type of performance measurement that evaluates the success of
an organization or a partial activity in which it engages. If during the running process instance the
monitoring results show that the KPIs do not reach their target values, then the influential factors
should be identified, and the appropriate adaptation strategies should be performed to prevent KPIs
violations. In this paper, we propose an integrated monitoring, analysis, prediction and adaptation
approach to prevent KPIs violations. We have considered more than one KPI for a specific process and
have tried to reach their target values simultaneously by proactive runtime adaptation before the end of
the running process. In order to identify the dependency between KPIs and lower-level influential
factors, an analysis is done on the data collected from historical process executions. For this purpose,
Data Mining techniques have been used. The result is used to predict the KPIs values of the running
instance. If KPIs violations are detected, adaptation requirements and adaptation strategies are
identified. Since it is possible to define several KPIs for one process, and each has its own importance,
so in this paper we tried to satisfy several KPIs target values.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) provide some
proper measures to monitor the performance of the
system. They check the ability of the system to meet
feed quality, quantity and cash flow targets [1]. Since
KPIs values are of great importance in a process,
reaching their target values is the aim of many systems
and organizations. So KPI violation should be predicted
and adaptation requirements and adaptation strategies
should be identified in order to prevent the violation [2].
In this paper, we have presented a proactive
approach that employs runtime adaptation capabilities in
order to prevent several KPIs violation and fulfill their
target values before the end of the running process.
Adaptation is a process of modifying a Service-Based
Application (SBA) in order to satisfy new requirements
and to fit new situations dictated by the environment [3]
*Corresponding Author‟s Email: a_salajegheh@azad.ac.ir (A.
Salajegheh)
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and proactive adaptation is to prevent future problems
proactively by identifying and handling their sources
[3].
In most cases, more than one KPI are defined for a
specific process. So, in this paper two KPIs are
introduced for our scenario. When more than one KPI is
defined, the influence of one KPI should be checked on
the others. There may be different states, e.g., the path
which one KPI would result in its target value may
conflict with other KPIs‟ paths. In this paper, all the
states are considered.
By monitoring the business process while running,
and predicting the KPIs values, we have tried to reach
their target values. If monitoring shows that KPI targets
are not reached, then it is necessary to identify the
factors which strongly influence the KPI and cause KPI
target violations most often [4]. Sometimes the running
process is so complicated that it cannot be easily
determined which metrics the KPIs depend on. So, to
show the dependencies, machine learning techniques are
used. If for a running process instance, KPIs target
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violations are predicted, adaptation requirements are
extracted.
As we have defined more than one KPI for the
running process, before extracting adaptation
requirements, the KPIs‟ decision trees should be
combined. Then we identify proper adaptation strategies
in order to satisfy the adaptation requirements.
The proposed lifecycle contains Modeling,
Monitoring, KPIs Dependency Analysis, KPIs
Prediction, Instance Trees Combination, Identification
of Adaptation Requirements, Selection of Adaptation
Strategy and Adaptation Enactment phases. Then by
presenting a scenario, producing data and expressing
numerous examples, all of the phases have been
described.
In the Modeling phase, all the information related to
lifecycle and scenario has been modeled. In the
Monitoring phase, all metrics specified in the metric
model are monitored. In the KPIs Dependency Analysis
phase, KPIs models have been constructed based on the
data produced and the result is a tree named
Dependency Tree. These dependency trees show how
the KPIs depend on lower-level process metrics [5]. In
the KPIs Prediction phase, according to process current
conditions and available metrics in the checkpoint, the
KPIs predictions are made based on dependency trees,
and the result is an instance tree for each KPI. In the
Instance Trees Combination phase, the rules extracted
from instance trees are combined. In the Identification
of Adaptation Requirements phase, the adaptation
requirements are extracted in the form of conjunction of
logical predicates from the result of combining the
instance trees. In the Selection of Adaptation Strategy
phase, the property strategies are selected based on
adaptation requirements and available adaptation
actions in the checkpoint.
2. RELATED WORK
There are several approaches that deal with
monitoring and analyzing the business processes in
order to prevent KPI violations. They differ mostly in
monitoring goals and the analyzing mechanisms. [6]
represents an adaptation approach for service based
application (SBA) based on a process quality factor
analysis. The only KPI in this paper is "Order
Fulfillment Lead Time". The approach consists of four
phases: quality modeling, analysis of influential quality
factors, identification and selection of an adaptation
strategy and process adaptation. The analysis is based
on decision tree algorithms. [7] represents a framework
for identifying influential factors of business process
performance. The framework uses data mining
techniques (J48 and ADTree decision tree algorithms)
to construct tree structures for representing
dependencies of the KPI, which is defined as "Order
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Fulfillment Time". [4] represents an integrated
monitoring, prediction and adaptation approach for
preventing KPI violations of business process instances.
KPIs are monitored continuously while the process is
executed. Additionally, based on KPI measurements of
historical process instances, decision tree learning (J48
algorithm) is used to construct classification models
which are then used to predict the KPI value. The only
KPI of this paper is "Order Fulfillment Time". [2]
suggested architecture for cross layer adaptation which
prevents KPI violation in the service infrastructure (SI)
layer which is concerned with a third party. It has
concentrated on defining the service level agreement in
cross layer adaptation and monitoring the business
process. For detecting the KPI violation, decision tree
learning is used. The KPI is "Response Time". [5]
provides a framework for performance monitoring and
analysis of WS-BPEL processes, which consolidates
process events and Quality of Service measurements.
The framework uses machine learning techniques (C4.5
and ADTree techniques) in order to construct tree
structures, which represent the dependencies of a KPI
on process and QoS metrics.
In our approach, we have proposed a lifecycle which
monitors the business process while running and tries to
prevent several KPIs violation by runtime adaptation.
We have defined two KPIs for a specific process.
By using data mining techniques, specially decision
tree algorithms (C5.0 and CRT algorithms), the
dependency trees which show how the KPIs depend on
lower-level process metrics, are generated.
Since more than one KPI is defined, different states
of KPIs safe paths should be checked, and finally a
common safe path should be deduced based on KPIs
dependency trees in order to reach their target values
simultaneously.
Then, we tried to extract adaptation requirements
based on the KPIs common safe path, and consequently,
proper adaptation strategies are selected in order to
satisfy the adaptation requirements.

3. LIFECYCLE
In this section we give an overview of our approach by
describing its lifecycle as shown in Figure 1. This
lifecycle is created to help business processes to reach
their KPIs target values.
The lifecycle consists of the following phases:
 Modeling: in this phase (not shown explicitly in
Figure 1), metrics model, adaptation actions model,
checkpoints model and preferences and constraints
model should be created [4].
 Monitoring: Information about the running business
process and the services it interacts with is collected
to monitor KPIs and QoS metrics [7].
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Figure 1. Proposed Lifecycle for Preventing KPIs Violation

 KPIs Dependency Analysis: The main idea of
dependency analysis is to use historical process
instances to determine the most important factors
that dictate whether a process instance is going to
violate its KPIs or not [5].
 KPIs Prediction: when a running process instance
reaches a checkpoint, the metric values, which have
been measured until the checkpoint for that instance,
are gathered and used as the input to the KPIs
classification models. The prediction result per KPI
is an instance tree (a sub-tree of the original tree),
that shows which metrics should be improved in
order to reach a specific KPI class [4].
 Instance Trees Combination: This paper is focused
on several KPIs in a specific process, and the KPIs
may have common related metrics, So, before
extracting adaptation requirements and strategies, it
is necessary to combine the instance trees of KPIs
and induce a final rule.
 Identification of Adaptation Requirements: from the
result of KPIs instance trees combination, it can be
identified which metrics should be improved.
Therefore, the adaptation requirements can be
extracted based on this result.
 Selection of Adaptation Strategy: Based on
adaptation requirements and available adaptation
actions in the checkpoint, the proper strategies can
be offered. Each strategy contains a set of adaptation
actions which should be enacted to obtain a desirable
KPI class.
 Adaptation Enactment: the adaptation strategy is
enacted by executing the adaptation actions

4. SCENARIO AND KPIs
In this section, we introduce a scenario that is used in
the following sections for explaining the approach. The
scenario is “Supply Chain”. Supply chain is a result of
linking different operational parts in which suppliers lie
at the beginning and customers at the end [8]. Our
scenario contains four steps: Indent Reception, Stock
Checking, Purchasing and Delivering.
As shown in Figure 2, this process contains
Customers, Suppliers and Shippers. At first, the
customer sends his request to the office services. The
stock keeper checks the items in the stock. If the items
exist in the stock, then a shipper is selected and the
delivery is done. Otherwise, the purchasing process
starts.
Key Performance Indicators
KPIs are often used in business intelligence (BI)
systems to measure the progress of various metrics
against business goals.

Figure 2. Supply Chain Scenario
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Figure 3. Design-time meta-model

They have become very popular for BI analysis because
they provide a quick and visual insight into measurable
objectives. KPIs are customizable business metrics that
present an organization‟s status and its trends toward
achieving predefined goals in a clear and user friendly
format [9].
The KPIs related to the scenario are:
 KPI1: The average time between indent reception to
the delivery of the ordered items at the customer,
 KPI2: The average delivery delay time.
The common metric between these two KPIs is the
shipper.

5. MODELING
In the Modeling phase, metrics model, adaptation
actions model and checkpoints model should be
identified, which is done at design time. According to
the lifecycle and the scenario, a meta-model (Figure 3)
is created that contains all elements such as application
entities, metrics, adaptation actions and adaptation
strategies. It also incorporates the business logic through
relationships and constrains.
This model contains the following classes:
 Application Entities: Contains all the entities in the
domain; such as the demand item, supplier, shipper
and vehicle.
 Adaptable Entities: Contains entities which can be
adapted and which adaptation actions can be enacted
on; such as supplier and shipper.
 Metrics: These are lower-level metrics in the domain
that are used in the KPIs dependency analysis such
as the demand item quantity, availability/lack of
items in the stock, supply time, shipping time and
vehicle.
 Key Performance Indicator: The two KPIs related to
the scenario were defined in Section 4.
 Check Points: For performing prediction and
adaptation, some points in the process should be
defined, such as “check in stock”.

 Adaptation Actions: are a set of actions which can be
used for adaptation. Some of these actions are shown
in Tables 4 and 5.
 Adaptation Strategies: For each adaptation strategy,
a set of adaptation actions that can be enacted for
this strategy should be defined. One of the domainindependent strategies is “Service Substitution”.
 Preferences and Constraints: in the Preference
Model, metrics, KPIs and strategies can be weighted
by assigning a score to each of them. In the
Constraint Model, some rules or thresholds can be
identified which should never be violated.
6. DEPENDNCY ANALYSIS
The goal of (supply chain) performance management is
business process optimization through monitoring and
analysis of key performance indicators. By measuring
and monitoring metrics against predefined goals,
companies can provide added value to large volumes of
data generated over time. This type of analysis allows
companies to track various metrics at different
organization levels and to take timely actions [9].
Sometimes, the running process is so complicated that it
cannot be easily determined which metrics the KPIs
depend on. So, to show the dependencies, machine
learning techniques should be used and also dependency
analysis is mapped to a classification problem.
The classification modeling creates a model to map
between a set of instances and a set of class labels. It is
used to classify new data and is a well-studied technique
in data mining and machine learning. There is a range of
classification modeling algorithms such as neural
network, k-nearest neighbor, support vector machine
(SVM), fuzzy rule based classification systems
(FRBCSs), decision tree, and Bayesian network [10].
In this paper, we have used data mining techniques
and decision tree algorithms.
After a certain number of executed process
instances, for each KPI at each checkpoint, a decision
tree is trained which helps to understand the
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dependencies of that KPI on lower-level metrics, which
is called “Dependency Tree” [4, 5]. The resulting KPIs
dependency trees are used to predict the KPI classes for
future process instances.
In order to create the KPI dependency tree, a set of
process instances metrics data should have been
gathered. For this purpose, according to the scenario, we
assumed there are three items I1, I2 and I3 and three
suppliers Su1, Su2 and Su3 and three shippers Sh1, Sh2
and Sh3. Then, based on Tables 1, 2 and 3 that show
supply time, shipping time and shipper‟s vehicles, we
have produced the Ordering and Delivery data that are
related to the two KPIs.
For each KPI, KPI classes should be specified [4],
for example “Green”, “Yellow” and “Red” (for
classification modeling, continuous values should be
converted to discrete values). Then, a target value
function should be defined to map the KPI values to the
classes.
For the Ordering data, according to the expert idea,
Order Fulfillment Time should be mapped to three
classes:
 Order Fulfillment Time  14  “Green”
 Order Fulfillment Time  14 and Order Fulfillment
Time  17  “Yellow”
 Otherwise  “Red”
TABLE 1. Supply Time
Supply Time
Supplier
Item I1

Item I2

Item I3

Su1

6

8

7

Su2

7

6

8

Su3

6

8

6

For the Delivery data, Delivery Delay Time should be
mapped to two classes:
 Delivery Delay Time  2  “Green”
 Otherwise  “Red”
By using SPSS Clementine tool and generating two
decision tree algorithms C5.0 and CRT on data, models
for two KPIs were created at the “check in stock”
checkpoint.
Before deploying and utilizing prediction models
into production, they must be validated. This is a very
important step in the data mining process because we
need to know how well models perform against the data
[9].
After evaluating the models, model created by
C5.0 for KPI1 and that created by CRT for KPI2 were
selected (Figures 4 and 5).
As shown in Figure 4, the first breaking parameter
for KPI1 is “order in stock”. For the “order in
stock=true”, it shows that the KPI class is always
“Green”. Also, the KPI2 dependency tree shows that
this KPI depends on “Item Quantity”, “Ship Time” and
“Vehicle” parameters.
The set of metrics which involves in dependency
tree are two types: (i) metrics whose values are available
at the checkpoint; (ii) metrics whose values cannot be
measured until the checkpoint but which are affected by
the available adaptation actions of the checkpoint [4].
The first group is used for determining the instance tree,
and the latter group is used for extracting adaptation
requirements.
For KPI1 dependency tree, “Order in Stock” and
“Item Quantity” are the available metrics, and “Supply
Time” and “Ship Time” are the adaptable metrics.

TABLE 2. Shipping Time

Shipper

Shipping Time for

Shipping Time for

Item Quantity  50

50  Item Quantity  100

Item
I1

Item
I2

Item
I3

Item I1

Item
I2

Item
I3

Sh1

6

5

4

6

8

6

Sh2

4

6

5

7

7

8

Sh3

4

4

7

6

7

7

Figure 4. KPI1 Dependency Tree

TABLE 3. Shipper‟s Vehicles
Shipper

Vehicle

Sh1

Trailer
Trailer

Sh2

Truck
Van

Sh3
Truck

Figure 5. KPI2 Dependency Tree
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For the KPI2 dependency tree, the available metric
is “Item Quantity”, and the adaptable metrics are “Ship
Time” and “Vehicle”.
7. KPIs PREDICTION and CREATING INSTANCE
TREES
Dependency trees can be used for prediction. When the
process instance execution reaches a checkpoint, it halts
its execution.
The metric values, which have been measured until
the checkpoint for that instance (available metrics), are
gathered and used as the input to the classification
model(s) described in the previous section. This is done
at process runtime.
The dependency tree should be traversed breathfirst; If the current node corresponds to an available
metric, we follow the outgoing branch whose predicate
is satisfied by the measured metric value and replace the
current node with the target node of that branch;
otherwise, if the metric is not available, we leave the
node in the tree (and continue with its children until a
leaf node is reached). The prediction result per KPI (in
general case) is a sub tree of the original tree named
“Instance Tree” [4].
After obtaining an instance tree for each KPI, we
have to merge them and then decide whether adaptation
is needed, and if yes, which metrics should be improved
and how.
We explain the method by presenting an example. The
aim in this step is to predict KPIs classes by using KPI1
and KPI2 dependency trees.
Example (1): The requested item: I1; Item quantity:
65; Order in stock: NO.
For KPI1, since the item does not exist in the stock, the
right sub tree of its dependency tree should be deleted.
The result is depicted in Figure 6.
Sometimes it is necessary to analyze more. Based on
Table 2 (that shows shipping time), the item quantity is
one of the influential factors in delivery time. Item
quantity in this example is 65, so the shipping time is
always more than 5. Therefore, the left sub tree of
Figure 6 should be omitted. The final KPI1 instance tree
is shown in Figure 7.
For KPI2, item quantity is an available metric and it
is 65, so the left sub tree of its dependency tree should
be deleted. The result is shown in Figure 8. This figure
also shows that when item quantity is 65 and when
shipping time is more than 6.5, the final KPI class is
“Red”, so this part should be omitted. The final KPI2
instance tree is shown in Figure 9.
An instance tree shows only those metrics which are
yet unknown and also shows how the KPI class of the
running instance depends on the metrics affected by
available adaptation actions.

Figure 6. The initial instance tree of KPI1 – example (1)

Figure 7. The final instance tree of KPI1 – example (1)

Figure 8. The initial instance tree of KPI2 – example (1)

Figure 9. The final instance tree of KPI2 – example (2)

8. INSTANCE TREES COMBINATION
Instance trees are used for extracting adaptation
requirements. The novelty of this paper can be
considered as defining several KPIs for a specific
process and trying to reach their target values
simultaneously before the end of the running process.
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So, before extracting adaptation requirements, the
instance trees should first be combined. The
combination of instance trees is done at process
runtime.
There are many ways for combining decision trees
that are performed on different data but with the same
attribute set. For example:
 The learned decision trees are converted to rules and
the rules are combined into a single rule [11, 12]
 The learned decision trees are transformed into
Fourier spectra and are merged by vector addition in
the dual space [13]
 Each tree is represented as a set of decision regions
(iso-parallel boxes), then the boxes are intersected
efficiently from each of the two trees and finally a
tree is induced from the resulting set of boxes [14].
Since we encounter with decision trees having different
attribute set, we have used the combinational model to
combine them. To combine instance trees, the following
steps should be carried out:
 Step (1): Convert instance tree of each KPI into rule
sets
 Step (2): Combine rules that lead to desirable classes
 Step (3): Checking the result with the rules that lead
to undesirable classes and resolve conflicts if
existed.
Step (1): Each path from root to leaf in the tree shows a
rule. So by traversing the tree from the root to the
leaves, rules can be extracted. These rules are shown as
IF_THEN expressions as shown below:
If X1  X2  …  Xn Then Class c
Xi is a condition and c is the leaf class.
Step (2): All the rule sets that lead to desirable classes
should be checked. For the attributes that have appeared
once in the rule sets, the attribute predicate should be
copied to the final rule. For the attributes that are
repeated for several times, the rules are converted into
more sophisticated rules, because more than one KPI
target values should be obtained:
 If the attribute test is  then the larger of the two rule
values is used (e.g. x5 and x8 results in x8).
 If the attribute test is  then the smaller of the two
rule values is used (e.g. x5 and x8 results in x5).
 If the attribute test in one rule is  and in other is 
then the rule related to more priority KPI should be
assumed.
Step (3): In this step, the resulting rule made from Safe
Paths (the paths that lead to desirable classes) should be
compared with the rules that lead to undesirable classes.
For this purpose, Decision Boundaries method [14] is
used. The parameters that are common between safe
paths and unsecured paths are shown as decision
boundaries. Then, it is checked that whether there are
common boundaries between them or not. If yes, the
overlapped boundaries are deleted and the range of
values is omitted from the final rule.

We explain the method by presenting the examples.
Example (1): The requested item: I1; Item quantity: 65;
Order in stock: NO. Desirable classes (class 1):
{“Green” and “Yellow”}; Undesirable class (class 2):
{“Red”}.
The influential factors of KPI1 instance tree are "Ship
Time" (Sh) and "Supply Time" (Su). The rule set from
KPI1 instance tree are:
 R1-1: Sh > 5 & Su  6  class2
 R1-2: Sh > 5 & Su  6 & Sh  7  class1
 R1-3: Sh  7 & Su  6  class2
The influential factors of KPI2 instance tree are
"Vehicle" (V) and "Ship Time" (Sh). Rule set from KPI2
instance tree are:
 R2-1: V = {„Trailer‟}  class2
 R2-2: V = {„Truck‟ , „Van‟} & Sh  6.5  class1
Since “class1” refers to desirable class of two KPIs, R1-2
and R2-2 rules should be combined. The result is shown
as R(1):
 R(1): V = {„Truck‟ , „Van‟} & Su  6 & 5 Sh
6.5 class1
Now we should check whether R(1) rule overlaps the
rules that lead to undesirable class (class2) or not. We
use the decision regions model. The boundaries of these
rules (R1-1, R1-3 and R(1)) are shown in Figures 10 and
11. As shown in these figures, the boundaries do not
overlap each other. So R(1) is used as the path that leads
to KPI1 and KPI2 desirable classes.

Figure 10. Decision Boundaries of undesirable class of KPI1
– example (1)

Figure 11. Decision boundaries of final rule R(1)– example(1)
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Example (2): In this example, all the paths of
instance tree lead to undesirable classes. Consider the
desirable class of instance tree shown in Figure 7 is
{“Green”}. So, the undesirable classes are {“Yellow”
and “Red”}. As shown in this figure, there is no safe
path in the tree. So, the combination cannot be done.
Section 10 suggests the proper strategies for this case.
Example (3): In this example, the rule sets conflict
with each other. Consider the instance trees shown in
Figures 7 and 12. The desirable classes are {“Green”
and “Yellow”} and undesirable class is {“Red”}. In
KPI1 instance tree, to reach the “Yellow” class, the
shipping time should be more than 5 and less than 7.
But KPI2 instance tree shows that if shipping time is
greater than 5.5, it leads to “Red” class. According to
Table 2, all the shipping times are integers and not
decimals. So there is no value between 5 and 5.5.
Therefore, this case shows a conflict. Section 10
suggests the proper strategies for this case.
9.
IDENTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS

of

ADAPTATION

At the checkpoint, with the KPIs dependency trees, we
tried to predict the KPIs classes. With available metrics
on the checkpoint, we specified an instance tree for each
KPI. By analyzing instance trees, we combined them to
induce a final rule that leads to both KPIs desirable
classes. Now we identify adaptation requirements which
are done at process runtime.
Example (1): the final rule was:
 R(1): V = {„Truck‟ , „Van‟} & Su  6 & 5 Sh
6.5 class1
So, the extracted adaptation requirements are:
 Supply time should be less than or equal to 6
 Shipping time should be greater than or equal to 5
and less than or equal to 6.5
 The shipper should use “Truck” or “Van” as the
vehicle.
Example (2): In this example, no safe path exists, so no
requirement is extracted.
Example (3): This example showed the condition that
KPI1 and KPI2 instance trees paths conflict with each
other. So extracting safe paths and adaptation
requirements is not possible.

10. ADAPTATION STRATEGY SELECTION
After the requirements have been identified, the next
step is to identify adaptation strategies which can be
used to satisfy the adaptation requirements. An
adaptation strategy consists of a set of adaptation
actions which satisfy the metric predicates of an
adaptation requirement [4]. Adaptation strategy
selection is done at process runtime.
It is necessary to denote the adaptation actions
related to the scenario. Based on Tables 1, 2 and 3, we
have 27 actions: 9 actions related to supply selection,
and 18 actions related to shipper selection. Some of
these actions are shown in Tables 4 and 5. Now we
recommend strategies for each example.
Example (1): “Service Substitution” strategy is used.
According to the requirements for this example and
Tables 1, 2 and 3, the following adaptation actions are
selected:
 Supplier selection: Su1 or Su3
 Shipper selection: Sh3
So we have two strategies:
 Select Su1 as supplier and Sh3 as shipper
 Select Su3 as supplier and Sh3 as shipper.
Example (2): As mentioned, no safe path exists for this
example. So, for different processes, the following
strategies are recommended:
 If possible, the “Re-execution” strategy [15] is
recommended. It means going back in the process to
a point defined as safe for redoing the same set of
tasks or for performing an alternative path.
“KPI modification” is suggested. When no safe path
exists, we can change the range of the KPIs classes‟
values.

TABLE 4. Supply Service
Adaptation Action
Type:

Service Substitution

Subject:

Supply Chain: Supplier Service

Service:

Supply I1 by Su1

Impact Model:

Supply Time  6

TABLE 5. Shipper Service
Adaptation Action
Type:

Service Substitution

Subject:

Supply Chain: Shipper Service
Deliver I2 by Sh1

Service:

50  Item Quantity  100
Vehicle: Trailer

Figure 12. KPI2 instance tree – example (3)
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Impact Model:

Ship Time  8
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 For example for KPI1, the range of the "Green" class
can be changed to 16:
Order Fulfillment Time  16  “Green”
We should again create the dependency trees. So, it
is possible by changing the ranges that some safe
paths would be found.
 Business analysts can use the dependency trees to
learn about the „hot spot‟ of the process, and inform
themselves about possible corrective actions if a
process underperforms [7]. So, sometimes by
“Modifying Business Process”, we try to reach the
KPIs target values in special cases. For example, as
KPI1 dependency tree shows, when item exists in
the stock, the desirable class is reached (“Green”).
So, for vital items (items that delaying in supplying
them causes serious problems in the process), we
must try to always keep them in the stock.
Example (3): This example showed the condition in
which KPI1 and KPI2 instance trees paths conflict with
each other. In this case, we can use “Priority Model”. It
means assigning a score to each KPI. So, when the rules
conflict with each other, we can use the rule of the KPI
which has the greater score and has more priority.
In this section, according to the scenario, KPIs
dependency trees, KPI instance trees and adaptation
requirements, we suggested some strategies, by
performing which we try to satisfy KPIs target values.

decision point like instance trees combination phase or
selection of adaptation strategies phase. Or, some global
constraints may be defined for the process. In this case
if some action may violate such a constraint, it should
be excluded.
For future work, the following cases are suggested:
 Perform dependency analysis by other algorithms;
like Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithms
and Support Vector Machine.
 Define more than one checkpoint in the process and
check the impact of the decision made in one
checkpoint on the other.
 Use priority model for KPIs. It means, assigning a
score to each KPI, and assume this priority in each
decision point.
 Based on this paper‟s algorithms, suggest a more
automated mechanism.
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.) ًَعي اس اًذاسُگيزي عولكزد است كِ هَفقيت يك ساسهاى يا تخطي اس آى را ارسياتي هيكٌذKPI( ضاخع كليذي عولكزد
 آى گاُ تايستي،ّا حاغل ًويضَدKPI  ًتايج ًظارت ضذُ ًطاى دٌّذ كِ هقاديز هطلَب،اگز در طَل اجزاي ًوًَِ فزآيٌذ
 ها،ِ در ايي هقال.ّا اِعوال گزدًذKPI فاكتَرّاي هؤثز ضٌاسايي ٍ استزاتژيّاي هٌاسة تطثيق تِ هٌظَر جلَگيزي اس تخطي
. پيطٌْاد ًوَدُاينKPI  پيصتيٌي ٍ تطثيق را تِ هٌظَر جلَگيزي اس تخطي چٌذيي، تحليل،يك رٍش يكپارچِ ًظارت
 در ًظز گزفتِ ضذُ است ٍ سعي كزدُاين كِ قثل اس خاتوِ فزآيٌذ در حال اجزا ٍ تاKPI  تيص اس يك،ّوچٌيي تزاي يك فزآيٌذ
ّا ٍ فاكتَرّاي هؤثزKPI  تِ هٌظَر تعييي ٍاتستگي تيي. تِ هقاديز هطلَب آًْا دست ياتين،استفادُ اس تطثيق پذيزي سهاى اجزا
 اس، جْت ايي كار. يك تحليل تز رٍي دادُّاي جوع آٍري ضذُ اس اجزاّاي ًوًَِّاي قثلي فزآيٌذ اًجام هيضَد،پاييي-سطح
 اگز.ّاي ًوًَِ در حال اجزا استفادُ هيگزددKPI  تِ هٌظَر پيصتيٌي هقاديز،ِ اس ًتيج.تكٌيكّاي دادُكاٍي استفادُ ضذُ است
 اس آًجا كِ هوكي. ًياسهٌذيّاي تطثيق استخزاج ٍ استزاتژيّاي تطثيق اًتخاب هي گزدًذ،ّا تطخيع دادُ ضَدKPI تخطي
 لذا در ايي هقالِ سعي ضذُ است، ٍ ّز كذام اّويت خاظ خَد را دارًذ، هعزفي ضَدKPI  تيص اس يك،است تزاي يك فزآيٌذ
. دست پيذا كزدKPI كِ تِ هقاديز تْيٌِ چٌذيي
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